Visual Analytics in a Virtual
Research Environment for
Humanities

4. Comparative Analytics

1. Introduction
The Nederlab project aims to bring together all digitized texts relevant to Dutch
national heritage (c. 800 -present) consisting of terabytes of data in one
user-friendly and tool-enriched web interface, allowing scholars to simultaneously
search and analyze textual data in a virtual research environment.
I It has a strong end user focus aimed at supporting data selection tasks and
offering multiple data perspectives using advanced search features. It is envisaged
that from this, the user can be further supported in more advanced data analysis
tasks. We make this possible using visual analytics.
I The visual analytics are also used for data selection in a search engine. The
visuals need to be rendered fast, so we pre-process and index the data for
retrieval. We show some of the analytics used.

I

After search and selection, the selected datasets are stored. We make pair-wise
comparison of datasets possible for analysis. In this example, we compare the
published texts of two journals in the same period for a meaningful comparison.
I Multiple dimensions of the descriptive metadata can be used for a comparison,
such as the number of words and pages, the names and gender of authors, their
place of birth, etc. Many more metadata dimensions can be used for comparison!
I

2. List and Treemaps

(a) Distribution of sub-genres by genres.
(a) Distribution of number of words in a text.

(b) Distribution of resources by time.

Figure 1: A few items from the result list with
snippets with keyword highlighting.

Figure 2: Use of treemaps for displaying
the distributions of texts by genres and
subgenres, and the time of publication.
These are used as an alternative
representation of the list of results.

3. Bar Charts

(b) 1) Word clouds with the last names of authors, and in orange, the names that appear in both datasets. 2) Pie
charts to show the distribution of male vs. female authors.

(a) Distribution of number of results by time of publication, (b) Distribution of number of results by time of publication,
sorted by time.
re-sorted by count.

(c) A map and clusters of markers to visualize the place of birth of authors.

Figure 4: Using visual analytics for pairwise comparison of datasets using metadata.
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